Integrated
Biometric Turnstile

INTEGRATED FACIAL
RECOGNITION AND FULL
HEIGHT TURNSTILE FOR
TIME AND ATTENDANCE
WITH COMPLETE
SITE SECURITY

FULLY SELF-CONTAINED
BIOMETRIC ACCESS
PORTAL
Leading edge, non-contact Facial Recognition
for quick and accurate verification
Designed to be re-deployable over multiple
projects
Eliminates manned guarding requirement
Delivers maximum ROI with easy to
use administration and audit software
Designed and Built in the UK with
local support

The IBT combines Aurora’s ClockFace+ Facial Recognition system
with a fully secure, weather resistant turnstile for the ultimate in
managed access with highly accurate biometric Time and Attendance
monitoring. Designed primarily for the construction industry, IBT is
totally self-contained, easily re-deployable and extremely robust.
Suitable for all types of site and size of workforce, the ClockFace+
Facial recognition unit within IBT provides fast, reliable non-contact
biometric recognition of users making it impossible to “buddy punch”.
The full height turnstile prevents access to any un-authorised persons
and a panic button is provided in case of emergency.
Users can receive Health & Safety and other messages via the
ClockFace+ screen as they clock in and out, with administrators able
to target messages to individuals or groups. IBT can also be used with
a proximity card or separate PIN pad. Optional extras include roller
shutters for additional protection and security and IBT comes mounted
on a steel pallet for easy re-deployment. With a single power and
network connection, IBT can be installed and commissioned in hours
and the units have a lifespan of many years, often working on several
sites so maximising the return on investment.
Available in single or double units depending on throughput
requirements, IBT links to Auroras powerful Time & Attendance
and Workforce Management software. Once enrolled, staff can be
recognised at many different sites also using IBT’s or Aurora’s other
products, such as MobileClocking or TabletClocking. TimeKeeper
software allows administrators to generate reports, create and
maintain an extensive database of employee details and audit
compliance in key areas such as hours worked against statutory
maximums. TimeKeeper can also link all IBT activity directly to
payroll, driving administration costs down further by improving efficiency.
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